
"The band's eerie and haunting metal sound reminds me of England's, Cradle of Filth and 
Behemoth. They easily mix metal screaming with smoother lyrics which reminds me of 
Dani Filth's perfect performances in this genre.  This is an excellent album for those who 
love melodic death metal. Epic Death delivers on everything this genre is known for and 
more." 
- Cheryl Frishman - AXS

Texas-based metal band Epic Death live up to their name in more ways than one: with 
an imposing musical pedigree and decades of combined experience in multiple bands 
across several genres, they weave a tapestry of sinister sonic atmospheres, bringing 
together the imagery, theatricality and brute force of classic black metal, thrash and 
technical death metal with eerie soundscapes, apocalyptic lyrics and haunting 
melodies, drawing influence from such iconic bands as Slayer, Dimmu Borgir, Death, 
Cradle of Filth and Behemoth, while simultaneously exploring dark new horizons in 
extreme music.

With their core lineup in place, the band quickly began their rise to prominence, 
gaining acclaim both within and beyond the Lone Star State, sharing the 
stage with metal heavyweights from all points of the globe – including Carach 
Angren, Nile, Finntroll, Mushroomhead and Gemini Syndrome, to name just a few 
– and have played high profile venues such as Minnesota's annual NYDM Festival 
and Houston's legendary Scout Bar. They are also prominently featured in Derek 
Norman's 2012 documentary “Heavy in Houston,” and back before the cameras in the 
sequel "Heavier in Houston".

Epic Death's debut full-length album “Witchcraft,” produced with Stephen Bogle (formerly 
of acclaimed industrial act The Hunger), has made great strides enabling them 
to crush and conquer – once again confirming the phrase “Things are bigger in 
Texas” with their own brand of colossal, uncompromising metal. 

Epic Death frequently plays Houston, Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio 
and surrounding areas.  The band has a strong following live as well as online in the 
United States and all over the world.  The band goes above and beyond when bringing 
people to shows and selling tickets that fill the venues.
"While the band’s own music is excellent, 
I have to admit the song that really 
brought a smile to my face was a cover of 
Alice Cooper’s Poison. This puts the epic 
in death and justifies its inclusion in the 
group moniker. To take a rock anthem 
and make it your own while staying 
sympathetic to the original shows real 
class. Epic Death pull it off with aplomb."
- Get Your Rock Out!

"Complex metal, with growling vocals that 
are woven completely and compellingly 
into the fabric of the music. Intriguing, 
Zappa-esque time changes, thundering 
and driving drums, the band lives up to its 
name, bringing epic melodies and riffs to 
and underscoring of death metal and 
classic rock."
- Toon's Tunes

"I’ll be honest, kids: if I were at a party, and this one came on the stereo, I’d be the guy crossing the room to find out who it was. 
Why of course, it's Epic Death." - Coma Music Magazine

Epic Death
"Brutal and Symphonic" - Anti Hero Magazine 

Epic Death Music:
www.epicdeath.net
CDBaby
Amazon
Spotify
Pandora
iTunes

Social Media:
www.facebook.com/epicdeathofficial
5,234 Likes
www.instagram.com/epicdeath666
1,100 Followers
www.twitter.com/epicdeath666
1,166 Followers
www.linkedin.com/in/epic-death-1665b530 
2,680 Connections
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